






  Question :InitiDC ve has come up year after year, not in the context of Els but more so in the context of special ed.Is that our special ed teachers have huge caseloads, especially in elementary schools and so for these double classified students, I'm just wondering about band width of these special ed teachers , it sounds great but does it really happen this way?  Answer: It's for the student, i hear what you're saying and i know that the caseloads are high but i think this is where we need some cross ap]/culDC /G. So it does take some coord BDtion, sometimes it's before school sometimes it's during a prep, or sometimes resource specialist will schedule blocks in their day to do assessments. We look for opportunities like that where we can cross collaborate.   Gloria Continues Presentat /G.. Question : So you said you were on special assignment , So does that mean next year someone else or new starts over again Answer: I feel like we are making a lot of momentum and yes there was someone different in this position last year and another person prior to that. Question : how long has the position been in placed Answer: I think this about year 5.  Question: what if a child is wrongly classified? What do you guys do for that? ΌנᵀᶀΕΣ: ΊΥΘΙΞḱΥΘΑΥЅΤ ΥΘΈΒΕΑΦΥΪ́ΟΖ ΥΘΈͦͭͥ ΤΙΥΈΜΕΑΔ́ΒΕΓΑΦΤΈΪΟΦ́ΘΑΧΈΤΟΝ ΟΞΈΔΟΙΞΉΥΘΈdetective work. It takes someone going to bat and advocating , but ultimately it is the state's f BDl decision.   Question : what happens to actual progress that may be loss when you're pulling that student out of class that didn't need to be pulled out of class Answer: This is where the coord BDtion of services teams and knowing what the student needs to be able to advocate for that. As of 2014 it's not state mandated for a dedicated ELD its highly recommended  because research supports academic progress But it's not a requirement E. Budget Update: Mimi Mimi discusses the (2.6s ELD teachers ) page. Question:Can you explain the 603 to 203 drop, is that just because there is a greater number of grades? Answer: I can't explain it, but maybe it's the redesignation that has happened over time.  Answer:The one thing that it could be is that , you have to be a berkeley resident to be able to go to BHS, that's not necessarily tracked as well in the elementary and middle schools, but once you look at a middle school and see how many actually went to BHS compared to how many left the district maybe that would explain the difference.  Statement: Wouldn't the other thing just be also the TWI program? Statement: My kids were EL K






